Here we have put T(F)=R n + iF.
In this article the boundary values of holomorphic functions are always considered in the distribution sense defined above. We can now state our main result. It was M. Sato [7] that first introduced the concept of hyperfunction defined a priori as a sum of boundary values of holomorphic functions. On the other hand, the theory of distribution boundary value of holomorphic function is developed by A. Martineau [5] . If in (1. 1) no growth condition on each f a (x+iFO) is posed, this leads to a definition of microanalyticity for hyperfunction and then to the theory of sheaf # (see [8] ). The microlocal study in the distribution boundary value case was investigated in Broslagornitzer [1] , however the relation to the analytic wave front set was not discussed there.
In § 2 of this paper, we give a simpler proof to one of the fundamental results in [5] . As well as the result, some part of its proof will be useful in the proofs of Theorem In this section we shall examine Martineau's criterion for the existence of distribution boundary value from a new viewpoint.
First we need the following lemma whose implication (a)=>(b) is known (see [3] ). ,^ we have thus
for suitable J3'. This shows weQ 0 and completes the proof.
We shall now prove a fundamental result of Martineau [5] . For the existence of such functions we refer to Lemma 2.2 in [4] , We need to extend $ N into the complex domain and require more precise estimates than (2. 1). Proof. With the same function % as in the proof of Lemma 2, 1, we put Proof. We first prove (b)=>(a). To do so it is obviously sufficient to show the following; let g(x) =f(x + irQ) for given /e 0 (U DT(T)) satisfying (2.5), then WF A (g) |, 0 C-F where F is the dual cone of -T. We put ^ = ^2(isr+M) and $ N = $2(N+M) obtained in Lemma 3.2. Let 6&F and f be in a small conical neighborhood of 0 on which <jy, f><0 is valid for some y^T.
Lemma 3. 2. Assume that (3. 2) is valid for the sequence of functions <f> N (x) £=^C™ (U). Then there exist the extensions eC{(C7) of $ 2N which satisfy the estimates

&N (x + iy) = E $$ (x) (h) "X (b\
Since t>Q we obtain in view of (2. 6) and (3. and set with a function <p having small support and equal to 1 near 0, This idea is due to Bros-Iagornitzer [1] . We have Since /Oi(y, a;) with l^^^w and \x | 2 <C& are uniformly bounded holomorphic functions on every bounded set in C", one may assume that W t also satisfy (3. 9) with the same constants when \x \ The Fourier inversion formula gives 
